JON TESTER

Working for Farmers & Ranchers
As a 4th-generation dirt farmer and the only working farmer in the Senate, Jon fights every day for the
family farmers and ranchers who power Montana’s economy.

He’s Listening
Jon has held listening sessions across the state on the upcoming
Farm Bill to hear directly from Montana farmers and ranchers about
their priorities.

He’s Fighting
Jon knows that Montana farmers and ranchers grow and raise the
best product in the world, and he’s fought tirelessly to ensure they
have a level playing field.
Jon successfully pressured the Trump Administration to block imports
of tainted meat from Brazil and helped push to open Chinese markets
to Montana beef.
He’s relentlessly fought to ensure Montana honey producers get the
restitution they’re owed from Chinese dumping and to urge the federal
government to act against unfair Canadian practices that devalue
Montana wheat. And he’s tirelessly fought against attempts by India
to limit imports of Montana peas and lentils – one of our state’s
fastest growing agricultural products.
Jon has fought relentlessly against misguided attempts by Republican
and Democratic administrations to balance the budget on the backs of
rural Montanans. He successfully took on efforts to close Farm Service
Agencies, eliminate rural development leadership, and cut funds for
critical agriculture research facilities in Miles City and Sidney.
And when Washington bureaucrats tried to interfere with Montana
farmers and ranchers, Jon stood up for them. He successfully fought
to beat back attempts by the EPA and federal government to impose
new regulations on things like farm dust, grain bins, and spent grain –
which Montana brewers have provided to ranchers as feed for years.
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He’s earned the National Farmers
Union’s “Golden Triangle Award”
for his commitment to farmers
and ranchers 9 times in a row.

“I’m working
day in and day
out to make
sure Montana’s
producers can
thrive. Our
state’s number
one industry
needs a fighter in
Washington, and I
don’t think you’ll a
better champion for
agriculture than a
farmer.”

